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Pot miru
Via di pace

The Isonzo Front airfield

During the 1st World War the Isonzo
Front was part of the 600 kilometres long
southwest front which ran from the pass
of Stelvio on the Swiss-Italian-Austrian
border trifurcation across Tyrol, the Dolomites, the Carnic and Julian Alps, the
Upper Soča Region, Goriška Region and
the Kras down to the Adriatic Sea.
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Natural heritage

The fights along the Soča (Isonzo) went
on from May 1915 through October
1917. This warfare was characterized by
mountain combats – at certain points
the front rose even to a higher altitude
than 2000 metres – and fights on rocky
grounds, which further aggravated the
conditions of warfare. After the initial
incertitude, fights and shifts the frontline
stabilized and trench warfare began.

Cultural heritage
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Within the 29 months of fighting between Italy and Austria-Hungary twelve
Isonzo battles took place. Eleven of them
were launched by the Italian Army and
the decisive one, the twelfth, was laun-
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ched by the soldiers of Austria-Hungary
and Germany.
The joint Austro-Hungarian-German
Army caught the Italian troops by surprise
with a new fighting strategy in the 12th
Isonzo Battle. As a result the front moved
from the Soča to the river Piave in Italy.
The 12th Isonzo Battle is known in history under several names: the Battle near
Kobarid, the Miracle of Kobarid, and, in
Italian sources, the Disaster at Kobarid...
Not only the frontline but also the rear
played an important role with its dumps
and stores, transport routes, ropeways,
airports and hospitals.
The war heavily inflicted the locals since
they had to leave their homes and sought
refuge, and on their return they found
their homes demolished and the landscape devastated.
About 300,000 soldiers lost their lives in
the fights along the Soča.
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The Isonzo Front 1915-1917
Soška fronta 1915 – 1917
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The Walk of Peace interconnects the areas
and people and rich cultural and natural
heritage along the onetime Isonzo Front.
It is a memorial to all who suffered in the
time of the 1st World War and a warning
against wars which should never happen
again. Above all it promotes the value of
peace and the opportunities for common
development.
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Informacijski center Pot miru

a +386 (0)5 389 01 67

(Visitor centre The Walk of Peace)

b
a
c
b

Informacijski center Pot miru
Gregorčičeva 8, SI–5222 Kobarid
Gregorčičeva 8, SI–5222 Kobarid
Slovenija
Slovenija

info@potmiru.si
+386 (0)5 389 01 67
www.potmiru.si
info@potmiru.si

c www.potmiru.si
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Numerous remains have been left behind
the front which are now perfectly restored and maintained through the efforts of
various institutions and societies. Military cemeteries, caves, trenches, charnel
houses, chapels, monuments, outdoor
museums and other memorials – are part
of significant material and non-material
heritage of European history. Their testimony, mood and stories form the spine of
today's Walk of Peace from the Julian
Alps to the Adriatic.
The Walk is uniformly marked, suitable
for hikers and bikers. Major places worth
seeing are also accessible by car or bus.
The Walk of Peace is a right choice for
everyone who wishes to spend their leisure time actively, experience magnificent
views and beauties of nature, learn
about history and culture, meet the locals,
experience the lifestyle of today and taste
delicious local food. Recommended are
guided tours, with local tourist guides.

1. Fortress Kluže

7. Outdoor museum
Mrzli vrh

It was built in the present form under 
Austria-Hungary in the years 1881–
1882. In the time of the Isonzo Front it
served as the place for commands and reserve units and also as a dressing station.
In spite of Italian shelling it remained
undamaged. Throughout the history
its image and purpose were subject to
changes. Today, a museum with a permanent exhibition is arranged in Kluže.

11. Mt. Globočak

22. Outdoor
museum Brestovec

In the time of the Isonzo Front 
Globočak was one of the more important fortified Italian peaks of the
Kolovrat ridge, since it offered an excellent view over the Soča valley and the
Banjšice plateau. Arranged hiking paths
run past numerous remains.

The mountain is densely crisscrossed 
with trenches and caves of both the
belligerent sides. Preserved in one of
the caves is the altar of the Holy Virgin
which was built by Hungarian soldiers.
The circular path of the museum runs
past the alps of Pretovč and Lapoč.

A historical study trail runs through 
the outdoor museum. In addition to
trenches, of special interest to visitors is
a spacious gun cave, in which eight guns
were installed. Today, metal installations in this cave illustrate the events on
the Kras during the 1st World War. A
symbolic statement by an Austro-Hungarian soldier and an Italian soldier can
also be seen, each with their own entry
to the cave featuring the inscriptions:
La pace (Peace) and Voliamo la pace (We
want peace). These are the words that
the soldiers cut into a rock at Brestovec.

12. Mt. Korada
The Italian Army fortified this strategic 
peak and used it for observation posts
and gun positions. St. Gertrude (Gendrca) is the harbinger of spring works in
the open air and the patron saint of the
church under the top of Mt. Korada.
The church, which was first mentioned
in 1523, was destroyed during the 1st
World War but was afterwards restored.

2. Outdoor museum
Ravelnik
 It is arranged on the onetime first

Austro-Hungarian line of defence on
the slope of Mt. Ravelnik in the Bovec
basin. The circular path connects the
cleared up and restored trenches and
connection galleries, pillboxes, caves,
machine-gun emplacements and reconstructions of cabins.

16. Šmartno - Goriška Brda



26. The 1st World
War thematic park
at Monfalcone
 Over some 4 square kilometres on the

karst elevations above Monfalcone extends a thematic park on the 1st World
War which is organized in three complexes. Through an involved system of
trenches and gun positions, the line of
defence with shelters for soldiers and
the Grotta Vergine cave it affords a
visitor clear insight into the events that
took place in this area from June 1915
through May 1917.

Napoleon Road
and the Opicina–
Trieste tramway

 It consists of the Austro-Hungarian fortified gun position on the slope of

Mt. Svinjak. The trench connects two gun positions, a kitchen, observation post,
two dwelling rooms and a shelter. A beautiful view opens from here over the Bovec
basin, Mt. Rombon and other nearby mountains.

8. Memorial church of the Holy Spirit on
 the Javorca Plateau
It stands in exceptionally splendid natural environment of the Julian Alps and has won
the European Heritage Label. It was built in the time of the Isonzo Front by the AustroHungarian soldiers in memory of their dead comrades whose names are burnt in on the
oak boards which open like pages of a book along the walls of the church interior. Every
Sunday, soldiers of different religions attended the holy mass there and could, for a short
time at least, forget about the war.

13. Prižnica memorial park
and outdoor museum Vodice
 The circular trail through the memorial park of Prižnica starts above the settlement of

9. German charnel
house

Plave and runs past numerous remains of Italian and Austro-Hungarian first lines of
defence: Italian water trough, the Avellino cave, remains of a dressing station, Italian inscription on a rock, and numerous caves, trenches and fortified positions. The trail continues past the Church of St. Quirinus, where it bifurcates: one branch runs downwards
towards the onetime Italian military cemetery, the other continues past the onetime
Austro-Hungarian military cemetery at Paljevo towards Vodice and Mt. Sveta Gora. In
addition to numerous trenches and caves, a mausoleum intended for General Maurizio
Gonzaga is also located within the complex of the Vodice outdoor museum. He wished
to be buried in the place where many of his soldiers died during the Great War. The outbreak of the 2nd World War thwarted the completion of the mausoleum so that General was not interred in it.

It stands on the site of a former mili- 
tary cemetery. The artificially built last
resting place of about 1000 German soldiers who were killed on the battlefields
along the Soča in the 12th Isonzo Battle consists of stone walls and a central
part, i.e. a chapel. In the chapel there is
the tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

4. Outdoor
museum Zaprikraj



17. Square Trg Evrope (Piazza Transalpina)


18. Monument –
Signpost and
the Throne of
Borojević

19. Pečinka cave
 During the 1st World War the Pečinka

cave served as shelter for soldiers. It
was first occupied by Austro-Hungarian Army, but during the 9th Isonzo
Battle at the beginning of November
1916 it passed into the hands of Italian
troops and remained in their possession until November 1917 when the
battles on the Isonzo Front ended after
29 months. The cave was equipped with
bunk beds for soldiers and cabins for officers. The summit of the hill Pečina was
used as an observation point with the
reflector installed.

The area is the core of the onetime Aus- 
tro-Hungarian defence of the Tolmin
bridgehead. The circular path runs past
caves, memorials, remains of stone cabins, water reservoir and the monument
in the former military cemetery. On the
top of Mengore there is the church of
the Holy Virgin’s Name.

 It is constructed around the church of

6. Transborder outdoor museum Kolovrat
 It consists of a part of the Italian third line of defence. Here are located commanders’

and observation posts, machine-gun and gun positions, caves and a net of trenches.
From the ridge of Mt. Kolovrat an exceptionally magnificent view opens over the Soča
valley, Friuli and all to the Adriatic Sea, the nearby mountains and on the entire battlefield of the Isonzo Front, as if projected on a video-wall.

14. Outdoor museum Škabrijel
 Škabrijel is recorded in the history of combats along the Isonzo Front as one of the worst

Private Museum
Collections of the
1st World War

battlefields there. The hill is accessible from several points and all the paths run past numerous remains of the 1st World War and memorials, dedicated to different troops, among
them also to the fallen Slovenians. The ascent is awarded with a splendid panoramic view
which opens from an observation tower.

Throughout where the Isonzo Front ran 
there are collectors who have for many
years collected its remains and arranged
them in their homes into fine and substantial museum collections. In addition
to interesting items they also collected
stories of oral tradition and they recount
them with great zeal and a lot
of knowledge.

titude of soldiers of diverse nations who
fought and lost their lives in the battles
along the Soča which lasted for twentynine months. Their tombs in numerous
cemeteries scattered from the source to
the mouth of the Soča are a constant reminder of and also a warning that something like that must never happen again.

This cemetery lies in the direct vicinity of the civil cemetery. Buried in it are
Austro-Hungarian soldiers who died in
the nearby hospital. The monumental
part of the cemetery was completed in
July 1916. The cemetery has retained its
original appearance, with the exception
of now missing stone crosses and marble
plates with inscribed names on collective
graves. According to the data of Italian
authorities 6015 soldiers remain interred
here. This military cemetery is the best
preserved 1st World War military cemetery on the Slovenian territory.

 Buried in this charnel house are 100,187 soldiers, 60,330 of whom have remained

unidentified. In front of the charnel house a great sarcophagus stands, the resting
place of Emanuele Filiberto of Savoy (Duke of Aosta), Commander to the 3rd Italian Army. Behind the sarcophagus, the graves of his five generals are placed. Twenty
two terraces then lead up to the top of the 117 m high hill of Monte Sei Busi, where
a votive chapel stands. On the very peak of the monument rise three large bronze
crosses. Near the charnel house is an Austro-Hungarian cemetery, with mortal remains of 14,550 soldiers.

25. Outdoor Museum
Dolina dei Bersaglieri

21. Charnel House
at Oslavia

1st World War
Cemeteries
 They are the last resting place of a mul-

20. 1st World War
Military Cemetery
Gorjansko

 shelters mortal remains of 57,201 Ital-

15. Mt. Sabotin – The Park of Peace
 This mountain above Gorizia was, due to its strategic position above the Soča (Isonzo),

an important Austro-Hungarian bridgehead on the right bank of the river. In the 6th
Isonzo Battle in August 1916 the Italian Army conquered Mt. Sabotin, which made the
conquest of Gorizia possible. The mountain is crisscrossed with a system of trenches and
caves which were built by both the Austro-Hungarian and the Italian armies when they
fortified their positions. Its position makes Mt. Sabotin a place of splendid views, also
suitable for the cyclists. The view reaches to Mt. Sveta Gora, Mt. Škabrijel, the Vipava
valley, the Kras, the Friuli lowland, the Goriška Brda area and the Julian Alps. Because
of its turbulent history and natural attractions it is an important tourist destination in
Goriška region.

24. The Military Shrine at Redipuglia
(il sacrario di Redipuglia)



5. Italian charnel
house
St. Anthony on the hill above Kobarid.
Mortal remains of 7014 known and
unknown Italian soldiers who fell in
the 1st World War were translocated
to it from military cemeteries in the
surroundings. It was opened in September 1938 by Benito Mussolini. Similar
charnel houses are also in Oslavia and
Redipuglia.

The tramway from Opicina to Trieste,
which was built in 1902, played an important role even in the 1st World War.
The army used it for different purposes,
among them also for the transport of
the wounded from the Carso (Kras)
plateau to the city where they were
cared for in the hospitals. Nowadays, to
ride a tram represents a special experience on the Walk of Peace.

The hill of Monte San Michele (275 m) 
was one of the key points in the defence
of Gorizia during the 1st World War.
The Austro-Hungarian army built an
extensive system of caves and shelters
there, and equipped them with large
calibre guns. After several months of
battles, the Italian army managed to
conquer the hill in the 6th Isonzo Battle. The remains of that time have been
restored and the site is protected and
given the status of memorial area.

The monument – signpost, built by
the 43rd Infantry Regiment, was
erected in honour of the commander 
to the 7th Austro-Hungarian Corps,
Archduke Joseph, and also had the
function of a signpost since it gives
the distances to Lokvica and Kostanjevica. The throne of Borojević (the
Emperor’s – Borojević’s Stone Chair)
was named after the commander of
the 5th Austro-Hungarian Army,
Svetozar Borojević von Bojna.

10. Outdoor
museum Mengore

The museum lies within the area of 
the Triglav National Park and still
active alps. In addition to the insight
into the organization of Italian defence the well fortified Italian first
line of defence in the Krn range also
offers the pleasures of hiking in unspoiled nature.

The Kras
23. Monte San
Michele



3. Outdoor museum Čelo



Along the Carso (Kras) edge from Prosecco to Opicina, runs the panoramic
Napoleon Road (Strada Napoleonica),
about three kilometres long, which affords a splendid view over the city and
Gulf of Trieste. People started to call it
by this name in memory of the last period of Napoleon’s reign in these places,
but its official name is Strada Vicentina
(Vicenti Road) after the project engineer Giacomo Vicenti.
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ian soldiers who were transferred to
Oslavia from the military cemeteries
located between the village of Kamno
and Vipava. Identified are 20,761 of
them, others are unknown. Besides,
mortal remains of 539 Austro-Hungarian soldiers are also entombed there. The
inner walls of the charnel house bear
the names of the fallen soldiers, and in
the crypt there is a sarcophagus with
mortal remains of 13 combatants, decorated with golden medals for military
achievements.

27. Trieste
 The cultural, artistic and historical centre of Friuli–Venezia Giulia Region still retains

the charm of its past periods. The city used to be the hub of commercial and cultural
exchange between the Mediterranean, the Balkans and the German world. During
the 1st World War the conquest of Trieste was one of the principal aims of the Italian
army, yet the powerful Austro-Hungarian line of defence Fajtji hrib–Ermada prevented any attack on the city. The Italian army only occupied Trieste after the capitulation
of Austria-Hungary at the end of the 1st World War. Today, the events of a century
ago are commemorated by numerous museums, monuments and names of streets
and squares.

The major part of the outdoor museum is taken up by the Dolina dei Bersaglieri. It
is a karst valley, or doline respectively, between Hill 86 and Hill 117. The doline got
its name because a marking was found here with the symbol of the Bersaglieri Battalion. However, it is also known under the name of Dolina dei Cinquecento (Doline of
the Five Hundred), because a collective tomb was discovered here, with five hundred
corpses of fallen soldiers who were later buried in the nearby charnel house.
Preserved in the direct vicinity has been a section of a large fortified line of defence
which started at Monte San Michele and reached all to Cave di Selz, Doberdò del
Lago and Monfalcone. It is also known under the name of Trincea Mazzoldi.
Fortified line of defence (Trincea Mazzoldi)



28. Visitor centre The Walk of Peace
 Available to visitors in the Visitor centre The Walk of Peace is the necessary informa-

tion about the Walk of Peace from The Alps to the Adriatic and about the heritage
of the Isonzo Front, then a guide service, selected handicraft souvenirs, historical and
tourist literature, conference- and gallery rooms and a history library. On display are
also a permanent interactive exhibition of the Walk of Peace and a flight simulator.

